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 HS/Fashion II
Lesson: April 24th, 2020

Objective/Learning Target:  
Students will learn how to draw fashion figures by hand.

Standard:
16.4.1



 HS/Fashion II
Lesson: April 24th, 2020

Bellwork:  
Why might it be important to learn how to draw fashion 

figures by hand? How is that different than beginning with a 
template?



How to do bellwork and assignments  
➔ Create a google doc for Fashion II
➔ Title it with your full name and the name of the class 

with a VL in front for Virtual Learning
➔ Each day, put that day’s date and lesson 

on a new page of the same doc
➔ Under the date, have two sections:

-Bellwork
      -Assignment



Example Google Doc  



Background Information

★ Before you can create your own designs, you need to 
know how to draw a fashion figure of your own. This is 
part of the art of fashion designing. Each designers’ 
fashion figures are unique to themselves and another 
form of their own expression. Begin by reading through 
the following blog article for a better understanding:
○ Why Draw Fashion Figures Well Blog

https://www.idrawfashion.com/blog/drawing-process/why-draw-the-fashion-figure/


Activity

★ Learn how to draw basic fashion figures by watching 
the following videos and then practicing on your own 
paper. It is best to use pencil so you can erase. Practice 
as many times as you like. It takes times to get it right!
○ Fashion Figures Step by Step
○ Drawing Hands and Feet

★ Remember that each designer has their own style, so it 
doesn’t have to look exactly like theirs!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U68FvwHaOoE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qx6Y3VD6oaI


Practice/Additional Resources  

★ If you don’t have access to physical materials, then you 
can use the following sketch tool online to draw your 
fashion figures. Use the same methods you learned in 
the videos to the best of your ability.
○ Sketch.io
○ Sketch.io Tutorial

https://sketch.io/sketchpad/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DA0zl0oujXQ&feature=emb_logo

